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"Lessons Learned from Strikes, Singles, and Home Runs"

Abstract: Most researchers only become known for their accepted papers in top journals, as readership is much lighter when considering more modest journals and also conference proceedings. Few in the field know the behind-the-scenes stories describing some of the disappointments, postponed ("back burner") projects/revisions, and rejections. I define "home runs" as papers placed in top journals, with strong results, and/or with high citation rates. "Singles" are those done as a one-shot study, with more modest journal placement, lower citation rates, and/or few follow-ups. " Strikes," as one might expect, are those that seem stuck unfinished, perhaps in "conference-only," "perennial rejection," or "poor-results" situations. In this talk, I will quickly describe some of my own studies in each category. Following the brief descriptions, I will try to summarize patterns that I have found, emphasizing features, actions, or situations that seem to lead to success or failure.
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